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Chatbot, the 
Missing Link for 
Open Banking

This article is an extract of the CH Alliance yearly publication

This article is an extract of the CH Alliance yearly publication on Innovation for 

Financial Services. This 2019 edition includes several articles on the “Tokenization” 

of the economy, expressed by the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) wave, which is now 

becoming a semi-regulated activity in major financial centers - the first step to 

global recognition. The remaining articles provide insights on hot topics for 

several Financial Services sub industries: AI for Wealth Management, chatbots 

in B2C Banking, autonomous vehicles and catastrophe bonds in Insurance, hot 

Fintech for Real Estate finance management and data visualization in CIB.

CH&Co. is a leading Swiss consulting firm focused exclusively on the Financial 

Services Industry. With 7 offices worldwide and over 300 professionals, we 

proudly serve the industry’s major banks, insurance companies, wealth managers 

and investment funds.

To read more please visit Chappuishalder.com
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Chatbot, the 
Missing Link for 
Open Banking

CHATBOT, THE MISSING LINK FOR 
OPEN BANKING?

Open banking is likely to usher in an entirely new 

financial services ecosystem, in which banks’ roles 

will shift markedly. The new rules, mandated by the 

Competition and Markets Authority, aim to foster 

competitive markets and encourage innovation by 

providing easier access to clients’ data for everyone, 

including competitors.

At the heart of this collaborative model lies application 

programming interfaces (APIs) where data is shared 

between two or more unaffiliated parties. Application 

developers can access this abundant resource and 

integrate the data into their own products and services.

Open banking is set to generate a tremendous 

quantity of data flows, which only sophisticated 

digital solutions like artificial intelligence can process. 

The latest generation of chatbots goes hand in hand 

with the API intelligent conduit and is the ultimate 

solution for incumbent banks to counter new players, 

and transform data sharing into an opportunity for 

innovative products and business models.

Below are some figures showing what is at stake1:

By 2020, over 50% of medium to large enterprises will offer 

chatbot functionalities.

25% of customer service operations will use virtual customer 

assistants by 2020.

Chatbots will help save an estimated $11.5 billion per year by 

2023.

1 According to industry experts
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CHATBOTS TODAY: 
STATE OF THE ART

Reasons for using chatbots

Both consumers and executives have reasons to use 

chatbots:

Chatbot fields of application in the 
retail banking value chain

For client experience: several fast-learning chatbots are 

able to handle basic operations but are still limited in 

terms of customization.

For companies, it mainly revolves around cost savings, 

and the possibility to leverage on knowledge management 

and internal capabilities to make the chatbot useful even 

internally (i.e. labour efficiency, employee experience).

Given the new nature of customers—the “anytime, anywhere, 

on any device” paradigm—a chatbot functionality clearly 

makes sense as it can be accessed 24/7 and is quite easy to use.

For companies For customers

Cost Savings Ease of use

Knowledge 
Management

Cross canalty

Labour efficiency
24/7 digital 

support

Data analytics 
on customer 
relationships

Financial advice

Employee 
experience

Speed and 
accuracy
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For employee experience: chatbots are still limited in terms of functionalities for helping business 

or handling HR aspects.

Erica Amy Sobot Djingo

Client 
oriented

Day-to-day

Balance info / history / ATM    

Credit/mortgage info

Credit card (un)lock

Simple transactions / P2P

KYC docs required

Opening account / credit

Bills payment

Savings 
& Wealth 

Management

Education (advice, videos…)

Products/Services info

Spending categorization

Personalized recommendations

Investments recommendations

Interaction Technical
Voice conversation

Social media / Emojis

Coin Amelia Yoda

Internal 
team 

oriented

Day-to-day

Handle basic IT requests

Grant access to systems

Teamwork (message, meeting)

Complex Work
Complex contracts analysis

Commercial assistance

Internal life HR aspects

Interaction Technical
Voice conversation

Linked to internal chat
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We must bear in mind that chatbots still have deficien-

cies and require more technical and organizational 

progress. 

Chatbots seem to show some limitations:

From a technological perspective: leverage on ad-

vanced cognitive functions and AI 

Five evolutions can be forecasted:

Limitations in terms of syntactic capabilities and 

understanding specific sets of questions 

Inability to handle multiple questions at the same time

The ability to make conversations last and to capitalize on 

past conversations

Requirements in terms of technical capabilities to monitor 

and improve the chatbot (esp. NLP and cognitive engine)

Voice bot, to develop a customized experience, thanks 

to advanced speech and natural language processing 

capabilities

Facial recognition to enable zero-click transactions using 

chatbots

Using chatbots and virtual reality to illustrate the impact of 

long-term savings

Using chatbots to provide a real-time status update on cross-

border blockchain transactions

Using IoT devices integrated with chatbot technology to 

converse with clients through voiceDESIGNING YOUR CHATBOT 
STRATEGY: THREE IMPERATIVE 
QUESTIONS TO ASK

What is the chatbot’s impact on my 
client’s experience?

From a business perspective: build an augmented advi-

sory model integrated in existing client journeys

Bots will only be perceived as an added value if they are 

fully integrated into client journeys. The challenge is to 

ensure the smoothest client journey from one channel 

to another, avoiding disruptions, and ensuring a seam-

less and frictionless experience.

Not all consumers are ready to entirely abandon hu-

man interactions, and some aren’t sure they trust tech-

nology. As a business, it doesn’t have to be either/or!

Customization will be another key factor. Based on 

new data capabilities and a robo-advisory approach, 

we can imagine that bots and/or advisors will improve 

their productivity and ability to make customized and 

tailored proposals to clients.

What are the impacts and benefits for 
both my organization and brand value?

Bots will be able to help employees manage low val-

ue-added tasks and gain access to real-time informa-

tion. This is the challenge to move to an augmented 

advisor model.

Chatbots are time-saving and easy to interact with, as 

they use natural language processing. They also reduce 

error rates associated with humans, and ultimately im-

prove client engagement.

It is also obvious that the availability of multiple open-

source bot frameworks will lead to a proliferation of 

ready-to-use chatbots for businesses.

Banks will have to succeed in finely modelling expect-

ed time savings to ensure a better reallocation towards 

commercial effort and higher value-added services.

Bots can operate like personal assistants or friends, be-

coming essential companions in the user’s day—and 

when they perform that role well, clients will respond.
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What are the cost implications?

Costs will vary depending on the chosen chatbot:

Chatbots

A brand that positions itself as a conversation partner 

by offering chatbots is more approachable and attrac-

tive to digital native consumers. Once your bot is more 

attractive, useful and fun for clients, users will keep 

talking to you.

From Six Actions to One Request: How a Chatbot 

Can Save You Time and Effort

John is trying to access files that are stored in Box Sync, a produc-

tivity tool that enables users to mirror data stored on Box to their 

desktop. To do this, John foloows a six-step process. By using a chat-

bot, however, he only makes a single verbal request (assuming the 

chatbot supports his language).

It takes more time to develop a chatbot from scratch 

than it does to build a chatbot with self-service plat-

forms, but the difference in business models of com-

peting bot platforms can be confusing.

1. Design complexity of the bot

2. Chatbot’s AI capabilities

3. Technical integrations

4. How chatbot is built

5. Who builds the bot/market conditions

6. Project management overheads

7. Infrastructure costs

8. Chatbot launch/post-launch support

Generation 1

- Rule based

Generation 2

- Rule based
+ Supervised Machine Learning

Generation 3

- Rule based
+ Supervised Machine Learning

+ Unsupervised Machine Learning

Within each generation, there are incremental 
improvements of chatbot technologies

WHAT’S NEXT: FINDING YOUR 
OWN WAY IN DESIGNING AND 
IMPLEMENTING A CHATBOT

The implementation of a chatbot requires a subtle bal-

ance between cost control and client experience. It is 

closely tied to the company’s ability to improve its AI 

capabilities, as materialized by the different genera-

tions of chatbots:

1st Generation: based on simple written rules, with specific 

and predetermined answers being given to clients.

2nd Generation: based on supervised machine learning 

(data feeding to the chatbot, with continued training and 

learning). However, this model needs a lot of labelled data 

for the chatbot to learn how to better respond to clients.

3rd Generation: based on adaptive, unsupervised learning. 

The AI chatbot can learn from unlabelled data. This 

generation generally combines the benefits of previous 

generations. It can use rules and labelled data, and has the 

ability to learn from unlabelled data to handle more complex 

conversations.

Source: gartner.com/SmarterWithGartner

Source: www.rul.ai

Log in to Box

Launch 
Word

Open file dialogue box

Identify and open files

Repeat previous three steps

Begin work

Begin work

Start Start

Try to 
remember the 
filename for 

Project C Find my files on 
Box for Project C 
and open them 

in Word

OR
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Main steps for designing a chatbot: Before engaging in the project, we recommend a quick 

study to:

CLOSING WORDS

At Chappuis Halder, we consider that the next chatbot 

wave, and all the hype around it, for both clients and 

financial services companies, will be largely tied to the 

banks’ ability to simultaneously invest in AI (machine 

learning) and data (storage and governance) capabili-

ties.

Banks must prioritize their strategic and business 

challenges to define the right balance between client 

expectations and the expected ROI. The possibilities 

are countless, and there’s an open highway for the chat-

bots’ rising.

The definition of the bot’s mission statement: it is a question 

of clarifying what will be useful for the end user (client or 

employee) and what services it will provide.

The establishment of all fields of application that can be 

requested: this step aims at predicting all possible bot-user 

interactions. Therefore, all potential bot answers should be 

considered. 

The IT strategy (Greenfield / Partnership – FV / Acquisition) 

regarding technological stacks required to bring the chatbot 

to life.

Hosting the bot into a dedicated server.

Implementing underlying analytics.

Identify technical dependencies and IT prerequisites

Benchmark existing solutions

Estimate costs and timeline for a proof of concept

Determine potential legal and ethical barriers to the use of 

chatbots regarding confidentiality policies

Consider that in France, for example, an estimated set-up 

cost for a minimum viable product (MVP) is €50K

One bot = several layers

Channels NLP Logic Hosting Analytics


